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Abstract. While several algorithms have been created to actively measure the end-to-end available bandwidth of a network path, they require
instrumentation at both ends of the path, and the traffic injected by
these algorithms may affect the performance of other applications on
the path. Our goal is to apply the self-induced congestion principle to
passive traces of existing TCP traffic instead of actively probing the
path. The primary challenge is that, unlike active algorithms, we have
no control over the traffic pattern in the passive TCP traces. As part
of the Wren bandwidth monitoring tool, we are developing techniques
that use single-sided packet traces of existing application traffic to measure available bandwidth. In this paper, we describe our implementation
of available bandwidth analysis using passive traces of TCP traffic and
evaluate our approach using bursty traffic on a 100 Mb testbed.
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Introduction

Available bandwidth is typically measured by actively injecting data probes
into the network. The active approach often produces accurate measurements,
but it may cause competition between application traffic and the measurement
traffic, reducing the performance of useful applications. Most of these active algorithms rely on UDP traffic to probe the path for available bandwidth, however
applications typically use TCP traffic. Because UDP and TCP traffic may be
packet-shaped differently along the same path, measurements made with UDP
traffic may not reflect the actual bandwidth available to TCP applications. Furthermore, these available bandwidth algorithms require instrumentation on both
ends of the path, which may not always be possible.
Our goal is to use passive traces of existing TCP traffic instead of actively
generating the traffic being used to measure available bandwidth. By monitoring
the traffic that an application generates, we can calculate the available bandwidth even when the application has not generated sufficient traffic to saturate
that path. Our available bandwidth measurements can be used by an application
already generating traffic to determine if it can increase its sending rate, by network managers who are interested in observing traffic, capacity planning, SLA
monitoring, etc., or by central monitoring systems[1, 2] that store measurements
for future use or use by other applications.

Because our approach uses existing application traffic to measure available
bandwidth, the monitored traffic is not an additional burden on the path and
experiences the same packet shaping issues affecting applications. To achieve the
necessary accuracy and avoid intrusiveness, our passive monitoring system uses
the Wren packet trace facility [3] to collect kernel-level traces of application traffic and analyzes the traces in the user-level. Our trace facilities can be deployed
on one or two end hosts or on a single packet capture box, which is an advantage
over tools that must be deployed on both ends of the path.
This paper describes how to apply the self-induced congestion principle to
passive traces of application traffic, a task complicated because we have no control over the application traffic pattern. We describe an algorithm for applying
the self-induced congestion principle to passive, one-sided traces of TCP traffic
and demonstrate that our algorithm produces measurements that are responsive
to changes in available bandwidth.
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Background

Available bandwidth describes what portion of the path is currently unused by
traffic. More precisely, available bandwidth is determined by subtracting the
utilization from the capacity of the network path [4, 5]. In practice, available
bandwidth may also be affected by traffic shapers that allow some traffic to
consume more or less bandwidth than other traffic can consume.
The basic principle of the self-induced congestion (SIC) technique is that if
packets are sent at a rate greater than the available bandwidth, the queuing
delays will have an increasing trend, and the rate the packets arrive at the
receiver will be less than the sending rate. If the one-way delays are not increasing
and the rate the packets arrive is the same as the sending rate of the packets,
then the available bandwidth is greater than or equal to the sending rate. Tools
that utilize this concept [6–9] probe the network path for the largest sending
rate that does not result in queuing delays with an increasing trend because this
sending rate reflects the available bandwidth of the path.
Proposed improvements to the TCP protocol have set a precedent for measuring available bandwidth on a single end host. Paced Start (PaST)[10] incorporates the self-induced congestion principle into the TCP protocol to reduce the
amount of time taken before transitioning into the congestion avoidance phase.
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Passive One-Sided SIC Implementation

Our one-sided passive SIC implementation uses the timestamps of data and ACK
packets on the sending host to calculate the round trip times (RTT) and the
initial sending rates of the stream of packets. Our implementation is similar to
the pathload [8], which uses trends in one-way delays to determine the available
bandwidth.
We group packets together into streams and identify the trend in RTTs
of each packet group. We impose the condition that grouped packets are the

same size so that all packets we consider have experienced the same store-andforward delays at the links along the path. Because congestion window size
often determines the sending rate of the TCP application, we also ensure that
all packets grouped together have the same congestion window size. The number
of packets in each group is determined by the congestion window size. For each
stream of packets, we calculate the RTTs of each packet, calculate the initial
sending rate, and determine if there is an increasing trend in the RTTs. We
group several streams together and try to identify the maximum value for the
available bandwidth. For each group, the stream with the largest sending rate
and no increasing trend determines the available bandwidth.
To emulate traffic generated by on-off applications, we created traffic generators that send 256K messages with a variable delay. The variable delay causes
the throughput of the generators to oscillate.
Figure 1 presents the results of applying our passive SIC approach to onesided traces of two traffic generators. In the left graph, the average throughput of
the traffic generator is 65 Mbps on an uncongested LAN. The traffic generator
was run on a 100 Mb testbed with varying amounts of cross traffic present.
This graph shows distinct bands that demonstrate our algorithm can detect the
changes in the amount of available bandwidth.
The second traffic generator was designed to send out bursts of messages with
varying throughput. In this experiment, there is 20 Mbps of cross traffic present
for the first 15 seconds and 40 Mbps of cross traffic present for the last 15 seconds. In the right graph in Fig. 1, the line represents the throughput of the traffic
generator and the points are the measurements produced by our passive algorithm. Notice how the third peak does not reach the true available bandwidth,
but our algorithm is still able to produce an accurate measurement. This graph
shows that our SIC algorithm is able to measure the available bandwidth using
one-sided traces of application traffic with on-off communication patterns, even
when the application traffic throughput is less than the available bandwidth.
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Conclusion

We have described the implementation of a passive available bandwidth technique based on the self-induced congestion principle. Our preliminary evaluation
of our one-sided passive SIC technique is quite promising and shows that we can
obtain valid available bandwidth measurements in congested environments using
bursty application traffic.
We are continuing to evaluate our one-sided passive SIC algorithms. We
are interested in qualifying what types of traffic patterns are best suited for
our algorithm to produce valid measurements, and performing more detailed
analysis on the affects of traffic burstiness, bottlenecks, and delayed ACKs on
the accuracy of our algorithm’s measurements.
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Fig. 1. The left graph shows how our SIC algorithm is responsive to changes in available
bandwidth. The right graph demonstrates our SIC algorithm’s ability to accurately
measure the available bandwidth even when TCP throughput is ramping up.
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